
The Avithor Eagle Eye™ bird scarer is an effective deterrent device designed to 
 harmlessly relocate birds.

Eagle Eye is an optical bird 
scarer that actually works. 
Birds become disoriented and 
irritated by the reflected light 
beams that flash at various 
angles from the rotating Eagle 
Eye units. The light bands, 
including ultraviolet and 
infrared bands, are reflected 
back to the bird imitating the 
presence of a predator bird. 
This causes the bird to deviate 
in flight and fly to another 
destination. It does not affect 
sitting birds but hinders the bird 
at the angle which they come 
in to land at their destination. 
Once chased away from their 
sitting position the bird will 
eventually not return to where 
the Eagle Eye is installed.

-  Open spaces
-  Agriculture
-  Large expanses
-  Roofs
-  Commercial,   
 Industrial, Residential

The Eagle Eye is fitted with a 12 volt DC 
motor to make it turn at a specific speed, 
reflecting the light beams at constant 
intervals. It can be powered by making use 
of a 12-volt transformer, a Solar Panel or a 
12 volt battery. A time switch can also be 
used to switch the Eagle Eye on and off as 
required.
The Eagle Eye functions optimally in direct 
sunlight. Artificial light can be used for 
indoor applications or shady areas but is 
not as affective as direct sunlight and more 
units will be needed to cover the same area. 
(A specific light type is required.)
The reflective surface of the Eagle Eye is 
manufactured from strong ABS plastics 
and will not break even during hailstorms. 
Animal welfare institutions are in favour of 
the Eagle Eye because it is environmentally 
friendly, not harmful to any animals or the 
environment.

• Action • Protection • Description • Fitting
An important aspect of the 
Eagle Eye is that it works 
in line of sight. If there 
are obstacles in the way 
of the beams, more units 
will be needed to cover 
the specified areas on 
the different height levels. 
Installation trials should run 
for at least 3 months, after 
which bird infestation will 
be  reduced by up to 80%.
A wide range of fittings are 
available to enable use in 
all situations. 
Whilst we recommend use 
with mains electricity, solar 
versions are also available.
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The Avithor Eagle Eye™ bird scarer is an effective deterrent device designed to 
 harmlessly relocate birds.

Eagle Eye is a complementary component in the Avithor range of products and techniques 
for pest bird management. It is particularly suited to management in open areas where other 
options cannot be considered. Correct placement and installation is relatively easy.
Avithor Eagle Eye has proven to be effective for significantly reducing pest bird numbers and 
bats in a variety of applications including, commercial buildings, industrial buildings, airstrips 
and agricultural situations.
Once the unit has been in use long enough to change the birds perching and roosting 
patterns, then sporadic overcast weather will not influence the effectiveness. The units do 
require periodic maintenance including cleaning to ensure their effectiveness.

The Eagle Eye bird chaser is the most effective 
open area bird deterrent in the world today.
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